Clip Mouse Instructions

1. Slide Clip Mouse Bracket onto Rail on left or right side of Keyboard Platform.

2. Position for ideal comfort as noted:

HEIHT
- To mouse above keyboard, adjust Clip Mouse to its upper position by pushing it up and in until it clicks into place.
- To mouse alongside keyboard, move Clip Mouse over and down to its lower position.

DEPTH & LATERAL POSITION
- To change Mouse Platform depth or lateral position, rotate it as desired (a). Once the position is set, reposition Mouse Guard by sliding it around to the back of the Mouse Platform.
- To further change Mouse Platform depth, slide the Clip Mouse Bracket along rail until desired depth is achieved (b).

TILT
- To change Mouse Platform tilt, press down or lift up on the front or back edge of Mouse Platform and release at desired tilt. Use this tilt feature to level mousing surface when keyboard platform is set at an angle.

LEFT/RIGHT USE
- To move Clip Mouse from one side of keyboard to the other, simply slide Clip Mouse Bracket all the way back until it slides off the Rail. Reattach on other side of the keyboard.